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Joining from South Africa
Michelle Lissoos

Joining from Australia
Jenny Lewis

Joining from Brazil
Eduardo Chaves

Joining from Canada
Guest presenter, Trudi Van Wyk
Jennifer Correiro

Joining from United Arab Emirates
Haif Bannayan

Joining from Egypt
Special guest, Dr Tarek Shawki

Joining from France
Special guest, Janet Looney

Joining from Hungary
Balint Magyar
Joining from Kenya
Jessica Colaço

Joining from Portugal,
Special guest, Mario Franco

Joining from Tunisia
Riel Miller

Joining from the USA:
Charles Fadel
Glen Bull
Pete Cevenini
Special guest, Dr Fred Mednick
Welcoming the members, Jean Yves Charlier

Joining from the UK
Conrad Wolfram
Dr Michelle Selinger
Gavin Dykes
Jim Buchan
Jim Wynn
Lord Puttnam
Moderating the debate, John Connell
Professor Adrian Oldknow
Sean McDougall
Sir Tim Brighouse
Tim Unwin